We present a global solution to a Riemann problem for the pressure gradient system of equations. The Riemann problem has initially two shock waves and two contact discontinuities. The angle between the two shock waves is set initially to be close to 180 degrees. The solution has a shock wave that is usually regarded as a free boundary in the self-similar variable plane. Our main contribution in methodology is handling the tangential oblique derivative boundary values.
Introduction
Recent important work of Canic, Keyfitz, Lieberman, and Kim on the problem of existence of solutions to the transonic small disturbance system of conservation laws (TSD) [5] [6] [7] promise further development. In this paper, we try their approach on the pressure gradient system of equations. The advantage of this system is that it has similar problems as the 2-D steady or unsteady TSD equations but with bounded subsonic domains instead of unbounded subsonic domains. We are able to carry their approach further to finally obtain global solutions. The new ingredient is the handling of loss of uniform obliqueness.
We refer the reader to references Zheng [30] , Dai and Zhang [11] , Song [27] , Kim and Song [16] , Zheng's book [31] , and Li, Zhang and Yang's book [17] for background information and recent progress regarding the pressure gradient system. For recent related work on multi-dimensional shock free boundaries, we refer to Chen and Feldman [8] [9] and Shuxing Chen [10] in addition to the work [5] [6] [7] .
The proof of the result is based heavily on the aforementioned work [5] [6] [7] . A full and self-contained presentation of the proof will be lengthy and repetitive. We present in this write-up the result and the portion of the proof that is needed in addition to the work done in [5] [6] [7] . We apologize to the nonexpert readers that the presentation is not self-contained.
The gist
The pressure gradient system takes the form
where E = (u 2 +v 2 )/2+p. Again, we refer the reader to the books [31] [17] for background information. The system appeared first in Agarwal and Halt [1] . Roughly speaking, this system is the Euler system in gas dynamics without the inertial parts. The Riemann problem for (1) is an initial value problem. The initial values are such that they are independent of the variable r, where (r, θ) denote the polar coordinate system in the (x, y) plane. This is very general. A special case is when the initial data are constant in each of the four quadrants. In this paper, however, we deal with a type of data that are constant in four sectorial regions with sectorial angles θ 1 ≈ π, θ 2 = π/2, θ 3 ≈ 0, θ 4 = π/2. See Figure 1 . As we will see, the condition θ 2 = π/2, θ 4 = π/2 can be relaxed to other angles easily.
We further require the following four conditions on the initial data. 
Technical formulation
To be more precise, the Riemann problem for (1) is an initial value problem of the form
In the self-similar plane, the system of equations are
The initial condition (2) becomes boundary condition
as the self-similar radius (ξ
approaches infinity along a fixed ray.
Across a shock, the Rankine-Hugoniot relation is
Again, we refer the reader to the books [31] [17] for the derivation of these relations and other technical informations below.
One eliminates the (u, v) variables in system (3) to derive a de-coupled equation for p in smooth regions:
Once p is found, we use the first two equations in (3) and the inner boundary values given by (6-7) to evaluate (u, v). So we shall focus on (8) .
A nontrivial issue is to make sure the two systems are equivalent. We will impose boundary conditions on (8) to guarantee the equivalence. That is, the oblique derivative boundary condition will suffice provided that the free boundary does not contain perfect circular arcs.
We take an angle θ 1 ∈ (0, π) for the angle of the first sector and a state (u 1 , v 1 , p 1 ) for the first sector. We take a pressure p 2 in the interval (0, p 1 ) for the pressure in the other three sectors. We will take p 3 = p 4 = p 2 in the remainder of the paper. Now we imagine an open bounded set Ω ⊂ IR 
and p m is an internal pressure between p 1 and p 2 .
We notice that the angle θ 1 ∈ (0, π) is to control the slope of Σ. Alternatively, in place of θ 1 ∈ (0, π), we can use the p m ∈ (p 2 , p 1 ) to do the same thing. Let Σ be a curve starting at the point (ξ, η) = (0, η m2 ). When p m is close to p 1 , we have θ 1 close to π (proved later). We will sometimes drop the superscript in Σ + since we will be dealing with symmetric data only in the current paper.
On σ we impose the simple Dirichlet data. On Σ, we require that all three equations (3) (taken the limit from the inside) and all three Rankine-Hugoniot relations (5-7) hold. We differentiate the last two equations in the Rankine-Hugoniot relations along the shock wave so we have five differential equations for six derivatives (u ξ , v ξ , p ξ , u η , v η , p η ). We solve four of them (u ξ , v ξ , u η , v η ) from four equations in terms of the other two, and put them into the fifth equation which has only the derivatives (p ξ , p η ). This is the oblique derivative condition on the shock wave:
where [p] = p − p 2 , and the termṗ denotes the tangential differentiation along the shock:ṗ = p ξ + σ ± p η . The first equation in the R-H relation (5) is symbolically used to determine the location of Σ.
The directions depicted in Figure 4 are given by l when the oblique derivative condition (10) is written as l · ∇p = 0 in this way:
Note that the intersection points A and B of σ with Σ are not predetermined, in particular the polar angles θ A and θ B are to be determined with Σ.
An alternative derivation of the oblique derivative condition is as follows. The secondorder equation for p plus the two first-order equations for (u, v) implies
for
This ODE (12) in the form r∂ r L + L = 0 has the only solution L = 0 if L(r 0 ) = 0 at any point r = r 0 > 0. Thus the third equation of (3) will hold if it holds on the boundary Σ. We then use integral representations to represent (u, v) through p and insert them into L = 0 on Σ and simplify the expression to yield (10) .
Free boundary problem: Given three pressure values p 2 < p m < p 1 . Find a curve Σ and a function p such that p satisfies equation (8) with Dirichlet condition
and oblique derivative condition (10) on
where σ ± are given by the first R-H relation (5) . See Fig. 5 .
We approach the above free boundary problem through a modified problem which we call a naturally modified problem. See Figure 6 , where
Naturally modified problem: Given e > 0 and D > 0 and three pressure values
modified from equation (8) , with Dirichlet condition
where ( e , D ) will be sent to zero, and σ ± are given by the first R-H relation (5) . See We will work on a variation of the above Naturally Modified Problem and call it the Core Problem, see below. We realize that we have many options in removing the degeneracy at the point (ξ, η) = (0, η m2 ). We also have many options for the smoothness of an approximation of Σ near the point D. The set-up in the above Naturally Modified Problem is only one intuitive way, which introduces a corner D. To use Lieberman's result on optimal regularity [20] , we find out to our surprise that the regularity of the solution is better if the corner D has a sharper (more acute) angle so as to make the direction at the corner of the oblique vector in the oblique derivative condition point from the exterior to the exterior of the domain. Thus, in place of the straight line
we use a circular arc symmetric with respect to the η-axis. 
where ( e , D ) will be sent to zero, and σ ± are given by the first R-H relation (5) . See Fig. 7 . One might think that an alternative of the circular symmetric arc would be a smooth piece of curve which connects the rest of Σ smoothly at D. In this scenario, we have a mixed Dirichlet and oblique derivative boundary condition on a smooth curve. Unfortunately, there is no written English work on this problem, a big surprise, although we find that there are claims that the regularity can be established with classically known methods.
To utilize the available English references (rather than hard-to-find former USSR papers) on the regularity of solutions at corners, we will use the circular arc as approximation. For those who are interested in a smooth approximation rather than this odd arc approximation, we refer to a two-page announcement of Kerimov [18] (courtesy of Lieberman).
Also, we will see that there are quite a few papers on tangential oblique derivative problems on linear problems, starting with Hörmander [15] [14] , but none of them applies directly to our problem, albeit Guan and Sawyer's [14] is extremely close. We point out that the book of Gilbarg and Trudinger [13] does not deal with tangential oblique derivative problems. We choose to work out our problem rather than fit our problem into their frame in this paper. Future work may well utilize these papers.
It can be proved that a solution (p, Σ) to the Free Boundary Problem yields a solution to the original Riemann problem (1)(2) provided that the shock wave Σ does not contain any arc of circle, which is the case for our current problem in the limits e → 0, D → 0.
We remark that in the work [5] [6] [7] this type of problem is approached through working at the point B. Our approach is to work at the point D. We point out that we have checked that contact discontinuities can be handled easily.
Proof
We present the novel part of the proof in detail. The basic steps of the proof which are similar to [5] [6] [7] are sketched only.
A priori estimates
We modify the main equation (19) 
This K is Lipschitz in IR
3
.
We modify the oblique derivative boundary condition. We use the new form
for σ ± from the first R-H formula. All the p's in σ ± and the oblique derivative condition are replaced by N (p), except the terms (p ξ , p η ). This is the third cut-off: Replace all appearances of the term ξ We list some hard facts:
The parameters are ordered to be 
where Ω is open. We need Σ be in H 1+α . These smoothness will be justified.
The equation is uniformly elliptic, and the coefficients are at least Lipschitz. It is well-known that there is no extreme values in the interior.
We show that there is no extreme values on Σ. This is done by Hopf's lemma and the oblique derivative condition.
Obliqueness: An interior normal of Σ is (−σ ± , 1). The obliqueness is defined by the inner product of a unit (interior) normal with the oblique direction (−σ ± , 1)+
. We ignore the tangential direction. We ignore the normalization of the interior normal for now as well. Thus
We do some simple algebra to yield, where the modification N (·) is omitted,
The obliqueness is obvious provided that p − ξ 2 − η 2 > 0 on Σ. We will need σ ± ≈ 0 to get the obliqueness before we establish that p − ξ
We can easily see that there can be no global maximum on Σ, since a global maximum on Σ would mean that p ≥ p 1 and that the tangential derivative of p is zero, thus an oblique derivative would be zero due to the oblique derivative condition, but this would contradict Hopf's lemma.
To avoid a global minimum on Σ, we need σ ± small to guarantee the obliqueness. The smallness depends only on p m , p 1 , and p 2 . We have a different form
At σ ± = 0, the obliqueness is (N (p) − η 2 )/N (p) which is positive along the now flat Σ. From this obliqueness and Hopf's lemma, we conclude that there is no global minimum on Σ either.
The smallness can be found as follows. We require that
The minimum of N (p) is taken approximately as p m , η ≈ η m2 , and 2|ξη| ≤ ξ
Thus we only need
Note that the difference is indeed p m − p 2 rather than p m − p 1 .
The sign of p − ξ 2 needs attention, too. Our N (p) has min p m . Our ξ has approximately an upper bound equal to ξ B m2 . So it is positive. Thus there is no global minimum or maximum of p on Σ. Hence the proof is complete. QED
We can now omit the cut-off N (p). 
Proof. We use the previous lemma to obtain p ≥ p(D). Then we have
Using the formula (23) for σ + we find that the derivative η (ξ) = σ + at ξ = D is positive, thus Σ + is increasing, so η(ξ) is increasing, thusp − η 2 remains positive. This completes the proof. QED
Lemma 4.3 (Interior ellipticity) The ellipticity holds in the interior
Proof. See Zheng [30] , pp. 1857-8.
Lemma 4.4 (Edge ellipticity) The ellipticity holds on the free boundary
Proof. We use the notation w :
. Suppose w has a nonpositive minimum on Σ + at a point (ξ 0 , η 0 ). By the previous lemma, we have
Using ∇p = ∇w + 2(ξ, η) at (ξ 0 , η 0 ), we rewrite the oblique derivative in terms of w:
The first two terms add to be nonnegative since the direction of obliqueness is pointing inward. The next two terms add to be
which we show to be nonnegative. First ξ
. Second, the factor ξσ + − η is positive since σ + ≥ 0 from the previous lemma. Now look at the last term in (36). The factor ξ + ησ + can be written as
Using the assumption that ξ
≥ p, we see that it is positive. The other factor can be manipulated as
Thus there is contradiction. So the proof is complete. QED
Lemma 4.5 (Interior uniform ellipticity) The ellipticity holds in the interior
where Proof. See Zheng [30] , pp. 1860-2. 
, provided that
We have manipulated that term before, see (38). At (ξ 1 , η 1 ), we estimate
Examining the oblique derivative condition, we obtain approximately
where µ is some bounded direction. Once we have (42), theṅ
We let p 1 − p m be small independent of e or D . This would contradict the dipping of ξ
. This completes the proof. QED Thus the modifier ϕ can be taken away! This is a crucial step, not achieved in previous papers.
We use the now standard norm Proof. We have
We have
Since α Σ < γ, we see that |ṗ| is integrable. This completes the proof. QED Now estimate (49) will start to come from linear theory. We comment that we have two obvious corners D and B. The corner B will be bona fide, while corner D is subject to our choice. With the symmetric circular arc, we find that the oblique derivative direction vector at both points point from the exterior of Ω to the exterior. We then use Lieberman's optimal regularity result [20] , Theorem 4, to start the regularity estimate with γ ≥ 1. Thus p will be in H 1+α Σ (Σ) for fixed e > 0, and estimate (42) will follow.
Solution to the core problem
Linear with fixed boundary: See Lieberman [19] [20], Guan and Sawyer [14] , and Winzell [28] , or Canic et al [6] .
Nonlinear with fixed boundary: See Popivanov and Kutev [24] , or Canic et al [6] .
Free boundary: Use Schauder fixed point theorem (Corollary 11.2 of [13] ), see Canic, Keyfitz and Kim [6] .
Final limits: Solution to the free boundary problem
The limits are easy to take due to the uniform estimates we have obtained.
Further observations
If the angle θ 1 is not close to π, then the solution can be different. In terms of the parameter p m , we see that p m can be as small as p 2 . When p m = p 2 , the free boundary shock Σ may degenerates partially to a portion of the sonic circle of the state p 2 . See Figure 8 . This situation resembles Configuration H in Li et al [17] . We plan to give a proof of this in the near future. 
